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At the office, a large portion of the day

was spent on project meetings,

interacting with colleagues, discussing

with students, meeting visitors, and

responding to emails. I would also try

avoiding the cafeteria to save time; at

the end of the day, I had minimal time to

concentrate on my writing.

The general tendency of people who live

in metropolitan cities is that they think

they hardly have time for their family and

children; they dream of working from

home. Dealing with traffic and pollution

are challenges in cities. Working from

home with discipline is an advantage and

can contribute a lot our official work, and

if we manage our time well, it allows us

to spend time with family and children.

Social distancing regulates visits from

friends and relatives. Perhaps balancing

family and work life is not so difficult. I

used to have one meal a day with family

in the evening; now we enjoy all three

together. The lockdown and subsequent

WFH has helped me concentrate on

organising long-term monitoring data and

writing manuscripts. I am sure all

researchers spend a large portion of their

time for writing work, and a short term

lockdown does not really affect them.

Important/crucial official meetings

happen via Zoom, Hangouts, Skype,

telephone and Whatsapp calls. Very

productive and time-saving. In one of the

conference meetings on Zoom, we had

around 70 people from three different 

countries India, UK and Africa, and I felt

that it conserves time, energy and travel

cost for all. I am amazed by the carbon

footprint reduced by COVID19.

I was indeed missing my morning walk in

the park, but the switch to stair climbing

at home, an average of 50 stairs a day

along with mindfulness exercises helped

keep me active, healthy and focused.

Impacts of lockdown:

I have been coordinating outreach

activities both in BRHills and MMHills

community conservation centres and

decentralised non-timber forest products

processing units with the community and

their associations. Products like Amla

pickle, honey and coffee etc. are

produced under the brand Adavi. Over

the last month, the community has lost

around 5 Lakhs worth of sales; they had

an order for 2.5 Lakhs worth products as

gifts to one of our funders and

philanthropists for his 60th birthday and

that got cancelled due to COVID19. It

would have been an excellent opportunity

for their products to reach around 600

people in the form of gifts; some of them

could have been potential customers for

the community. Their sales outlet in

Mysore zoo closed early on affecting

their income further.

Lantana artisans in MMHills had to stop

their Lantana elephant making as they

had to maintain social distancing. Some

of the artisans were able to produce

Lantana furniture at the household level.

Training that we planned with Rainforest

alliance for the coffee-growing Soliga

farmers was postponed indefinitely, and

we are not able to schedule it due to

uncertainty of the COVID19 problem.   

Was able to complete C4A social science

methods classes for our PhD students just

before the COVID problem. The

challenge now is coordinating their field

data collection; we have discussed an

online survey option and hope for the

best. I was not able to visit my aged

parents, and a local festival celebrated

for thousands of years was cancelled in

my native place.

Thoughts:

 Fortunately, COVID-19 has not ventured

into Chamarajanagara district and but

the general lockdown procedure has

been followed. I was thinking maybe an

innovative method of controlling and

monitoring the disease would have been

better. How about the district wise

monitoring and controlling the disease? It

would have been more meaningful if it

was "hotspot focused". Say, for example

out of 30 districts in Karnataka, 15 of

them (50%) have issues, and another 50%

does not have any indication. Strategic

lockdown could have saved the economy

of our country to some extent and would

have been more effective.Like Korea,

India and other countries should have

controlled the disease spread at airport

level as it was associated with travel

history; with a stringent quarantine IM
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strategy for suspected cases. Media

would have played a role in creating

more awareness instead of creating

anxiety. Unfortunately, we do not have

medicine for the virus. However, we

should be thankful to people/

scientists/doctors who gave us tips to

control spread of COVID19 like washing

hands with soap, social distancing and

symptoms for the disease to seek medical

help, that was important. 

Global village: Corona started in China,

and within a short period, it has become

a global issue. The entire world is

suffering, it has a direct impact on billions

of families, and many have lost their lives.

I feel it is vital for all countries to work

together in achieving sustainable

development goals and invest energy

collectively to conserve our precious

environment and reduce carbon

footprints. We cannot afford distractive

forces like war and terrorism in this world.

Bringing peace, taking care of the health

of ordinary people and feeding people

who do not have food should be the

global priority. 
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